Formby U3A
Supporting members with Hearing Loss
The following advice aims to support U3A members with hearing loss so that they can
continue to enjoy and participate in U3A activities. Hearing loss can vary from mild to severe
and may also prevent members from taking part in events and groups because they want
to avoid feeling cut off from people in social situations. In all cases, it is important to
approach it sensitively and appreciate that it can be difficult for members to admit, either
to themselves or to others, that they are losing their hearing. Below, are some simple steps
that can be taken by all members to make U3A events as accessible as possible and
information on where members with hearing loss can find extra support for themselves.
HOW TO FACILITATE COMMUNICATION FOR SOMEONE WITH HEARING LOSS
Speaking to Someone with Hearing Loss
Ensure that you are speaking clearly and distinctly but without shouting or
•
exaggerating mouth movements.
Speak at normal speed or just slightly slower, pausing between sentences and making
•
sure you have been understood before moving on.
Use plain language and don't waffle.
•
Avoid using sentences that are unnecessarily long and complex and if the member
•
has not understood what has been said, try and find a different way of saying it.
Say the member’s name before beginning a conversation. This gives the listener
•
opportunity to focus attention so the first few words are not lost.
Ask a member if they have better hearing in one ear or another and make sure you
•
are standing in the best place.
Setting Up an Activity
Try to minimize extraneous noise.
•
Make sure that members take turns in speaking and encourage use of hand signals
•
to attract attention.
Have a pen and paper ready to write something down if necessary.
•
Where possible, use a venue with a loop system or take a portable system and use
•
microphones where available (see overleaf for more information).
Check that any hearing support systems are working correctly before starting a talk.
•
Make notes available either during the session (for instance a summary of the main
•
points on a handout, flip chart or PowerPoint presentation) or as soon as possible
afterwards.
Encourage those who are hard of hearing to sit nearest the speaker or group leader
•
and consider reserved seating.
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•

Let speakers know that some members of the audience are hard of hearing so they
can adapt their speed and position.

Lip Reading
Find out who is lip reading so that you can be aware of how you position yourself in
•
the room in relation to them.
Face the person you are talking to as much as possible and keep your hands away
•
from your face when talking.
Make sure you have the person's attention before speaking.
•
Be aware of light levels: avoid situations where light is shining in members’ eyes or
•
where lighting is too low to see someone’s face clearly.
Horseshoe or boardroom style layouts can increase visibility.
•
If you have speakers, ideally, they should be in front of a plain background and not
•
too high.
Use lapel microphones or ask speakers to ensure hand-held microphones do not
•
obscure their face.
EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FOR A U3A TO BUY
Portable loop systems which range from those suitable for one to one communication and
smaller systems without microphones, to those which cover an area of 8m square. Price
from £75 to £1,000.
For information regarding advice and supply of equipment, sign language services and other
resources please refer to the TAT website under Advice - Supporting your members
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